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Do you think youre obsessed with Inuyasha? Well, these signs will help you make sure of it! e_X; See if
they fit you! Bwahahaha.
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1 - Obsession Signs

Ways to tell if you're obsessed with Inuyasha. hehe. (Its a sign!)Most of these things I've done. X.x;
-cough- You know too much.
-You go Around the house swinging a stick and yelling, "TESUSAIGA!"
-You buy a 25 cents Bouncyball and call it the Shikon Jewel.
-Whenever someone annoys you, you yell, "OSUWARI!" or "SIT!"
-You draw Inuyasha Characters but you dont have a poopin scanner so you cant show them off here!!!!!
Erm. Dont ask.
-You buy a green miniskirt and call yourself Kagome.
-You buy a dark Purple dress and call yourself Miroku.
-You buy Poofy red sweatpants from Walmart and call yourself Inuyasha.
-You frequently say ,"Baka" now that you know its meaning.
-"Keh", has become part of your daily vocabulary.
-You are asked to scetch a made up fantasy Character, but instead you drew Kirara .
-You re-name your brother Kohaku
-You buy a yellow backpack and stuff it with books and call yourself Kagome.
-You sit in a tree and pose as the classic Inuyasha pic.
-You become over confident in your Karate skills
-You make your own Fanficts (Check mine out by the way) n.n;
-You fear monks in Purple
-You love boomberangs
-You paint a black blob on you hand and wave it around yeling, "Kazaana!"
-You have a shrine dedicated to him
-You accidenly call someone a "wench".
-Whenever there is no moon, you dye your hair black (mine is already black! Teehee)
-You talk to the Characters in your head
-You make two bowls of Ramen Noodles. One for you, one for Inuyasha.
-You listen to the Opening themes and Ending all day everyday, and you never get bored of it.
-You buy all the Manga
-You got all the DVD
-You send a complaint to Adult Swim saying you want ALL the episodes of Inuyasha. (Nope. not yet!
Muahahaha)
-You re-name your cat to Kirara
Well thats the end. O.o;
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